The Belle II experiment at the SuperKEKB energy-asymmetric e + e − collider is a substantial upgrade of the B factory facility at the Japanese KEK laboratory. The design luminosity of the machine is 8 × 10 35 cm −2 s −1 and the Belle II experiment aims to record 50 ab −1 of data, a factor of 50 more than its predecessor. From February to July 2018, the machine has completed a commissioning run, achieved a peak luminosity of 5.5 × 10 33 cm −2 s −1 , and Belle II has recorded a data sample of about 0.5 fb −1 . Main operation of SuperKEKB has started in March 2019. We use this dataset to characterize the performance of the detector regarding the tracking of charged particles, the reconstruction of known resonances, and the capability of identifying displaced decay vertices. To assess the B Physics capabilities of the experiment, one of the first benchmarks consists in the measurement of the lifetime of B mesons and of the B 0 −B 0 mixing frequency. We present the first results, based on samples of B mesons that decay to hadronic and semileptonic final states.
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35 cm −2 s −1 and the Belle II experiment aims to record 50 ab −1 of data, a factor of 50 more than its predecessor. From February to July 2018, the machine has completed a commissioning run, achieved a peak luminosity of 5.5 × 10 33 cm −2 s −1 , and Belle II has recorded a data sample of about 0.5 fb −1 . Main operation of SuperKEKB has started in March 2019. We use this dataset to characterize the performance of the detector regarding the tracking of charged particles, the reconstruction of known resonances, and the capability of identifying displaced decay vertices. To assess the B Physics capabilities of the experiment, one of the first benchmarks consists in the measurement of the lifetime of B mesons and of the B 0 −B 0 mixing frequency. We present the first results, based on samples of B mesons that decay to hadronic and semileptonic final states.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Belle II detector is built on asymmetric electronpositron accelerator, SuperKEKB, in Tsukuba, Japan. The acceleraor is designed to deliver more than 55 billions of BB pairs in next ten years. Many of upgrades was done at the detector. The vertex detector, is located in centre of the Belle II detector, was installed to providing precise measurement of vertex position produced particles [1] . It is composed of silicon semiconductor sensors organised to six layers. Two inner layers are build by DEPFET based pixel sensors and double sided strip sensors are mounted to four outer layers. After installation in December 2018 calibration and determination of alignment corrections of vertex detector was necessary to realize. One is used alignment procedure based on a minimization algorithm. The alignment corrections and occurrence of systematic misalignments should be validated. Systematic misalignments of vertex detector is introduced here. A tool, is able to clarify or verify geometry of the vertex detector, is described. There are presented Monte Carlo studies focusing to proving correct functionality of the tool and first experiences using early Belle II data. The semileptonic techniques for B lifetime and B 0 −B 0 measurement are shown.
FIG. 1: The Belle II vertex detector

II. IMPACT OF χ 2 INVARIANT MODES TO PHYSICS
The track based alignment procedure of the Belle II vertex detector is based on minimization algorithm [2] . Optimally minimization algorithm will determine real alignment corrections. Otherwise algorithm can converge to local minimums are called χ 2 invariant modes or weak modes. The weak modes are difficult recognized by standard monitoring and validation methods, but their effect to physics is significant.
The definition of χ 2 invariant modes can be expressed using standard tracking parametrization in cylindrical coordinate system [3] . The classification of weak modes with parametrization can be found in figure 2. 
III. MONITORING χ 2 INVARIANT MODES
The problematic of systematic misalignments of silicon detector is known very well from previous experiments (e.g. LHC experiments [4] ). The several ways of monitoring weak modes, from physical to pure tracking techniques, can be used. In our studies we were looked for a technique with universal application with possibility to determine several weak modes, optimally all weak modes. From known techniques we select pure tracking technique based on overlap residuals [5] .
FIG. 4: A tracks with overlapping hits in schematic view.
The technique is based on searching a track with hits in overlapping area of layers, which are built from ladders of sensors (figure 4). From selected tracks overlapping hits are separated from standard hits and both groups are analysed. From our studies we are able to identified two different types of overlapping hits: hits with same and different position of sensors in ladders (figure 5). Both types have different properties and statistical occurrence. The overlapping hits with same position of sensors in ladders are sensitive on geometrical effects in r and φ directions with 100-times higher occurrence than hits with different position of sensors in ladders, which are able to catch effects in z direction. Useful variable for monitoring is residual difference of overlapping hits, where residual is defined as difference between measured and expected position of hit. The pixel and strip sensors used in the Belle II vertex detector are able provide 2D measurement on each sensor. Because of that we are able to obtain 2D residual difference for a pair of overlapping hits. Residual differences are measured for both collections of overlapping hits. Monitoring tool is collecting hits from non-overlapping area too for additional knowledge about detector geometry.
IV. MONTE CARLO STUDIES AND DATASETS
For clarifying properties and testing usefulness of monitoring tool is necessary provide Monte Carlo studies. The studies was divided to several directions: to universality assessment of monitoring tool and checking possibility identifying the most number of weak modes. The first property was analysed using different datasets: cosmic rays (muons) passing vertex detector without using magnetic field and pair of muons from e − + e + → µ − + µ + . Tracks from each of these datasets have different properties and effects to our studies are not negligible. Cosmic tracks are straight lines passing through vertex detector. An event is composed by one single track and his momentum range is from tens of MeV to TeV. Pairs of muons with specific momenta can be observed during electron-positron collisions. For both cases multiple scattering effect of tracks in overlapping area can be neglected because of high momentum of particles.
With comparison collisions and cosmic datasets one was observed different distributions for same physical variables. Example of difference between datasets can be explained in figure 6 and figure 7 using overlapping hits with same position of sensors in ladders, there To recognized changes in z it is useful to study overlapping hits with different position of sensors in ladders or residual distribution for non-overlapping hits. According figure 8 and figure 9 we can recog- Clarifying correct geometry of the Belle II vertex detector can be done in two steps: quick check using cosmic data and precise check using e + + e − → µ + + µ − dataset. According Monte Carlo studies high statistics of reconstructed tracks in needed, at least one million of cosmic muons passing vertex detector for quick check. After collecting enough collision data with stable alignment conditions we are able validate vertex detector geometry more precisely. After investigation in reconstruction software and realigning vertex detector the study using overlapping hits was providing again with different collection of data (April 2019). The result, there was used 4.8 million cosmic tracks, is shown in figure 10 . This data presents correct geometry of the Belle II vertex detector and reconstruction software. According the latest result we can prove, the data is not affected any systematic misalignment because of minimization algorithm used for alignment of vertex detector.
VI. B LIFETIME AND B 0 −B 0 MIXING MEASUREMENTS
Monte Carlo studies present several ways to measure B lifetime and B 0 −B 0 mixing using the Belle II detector. Analyses are based on hadronic and semileptonic B decays. Technique using hadronic B decays is standard method for B factories. The technique will use Full Event Interpretation [6] , vertex reconstruction and flavor tagging software of the Belle II detector [7] . Otherwise semileptonic technique is not standard, but simpler than hadronic technique. The technique is based on selection high momentum leptons, which are pure with high branching fraction of B → Xlν for e, µ. The B vertices can be found as intersection of lepton tracks with beamspot. The approach using two leptons can be describe using figure 11. The signal side B candidate B sig (red light circle) is founded using (π sof t , l) pair (red arrows The Monte Carlo studies focused on ∆t resolution were provided. The standard probability density functions for B lifetime and B 0 −B 0 mixing measurement is used:
where function P + (∆t) corresponds with unmixed case B 0B0 → B 0B0 and function P − (∆t) with mixed case B 0B0 → B 0 B 0 /B 0B0 . In figure 12 the functions are fitted using generated true distributions for unmixed and mixed cases. To take account measurement using real detector the resolution functions R ± should be defined as sum three Gaussians G:
A convolutions between probability density functions (equation 1) and resolution functions (equation 2) fitted on simulated data for unmixed and mixed samples can be founded in figure 13.
VII. CONCLUSION
The Belle II vertex detector is installed and it is providing precise measurement. Applied alignment procedure it obtains alignment corrections. New tool for monitoring misalignment systematics was developed.
His universality and usefulness was tested in Monte Carlo studies. The both datasets present sensitivity to validate correct geometry of vertex detector. According cosmic studies vertex detector is not affected by any χ 2 invariant mode or combination of them. After collecting enough statistics the Belle II detector is able to provides B lifetime and B 0 −B 0 mixing measurements.
